GET SERIOUS!
Stain, Odor and Pheromone Extractor
May be purchased by the each.
GET SERiOUS! Is an award-winning product with a supereffective formula that works in three minutes and won't
yellow like some enzyme-based cleaners. Dog Fancy editors
rated GET SERiOUS! "Best Product of the Year 2004" based on
the product being the most innovative and easy for pet
owners to use. GET SERiOUS! was also awarded "Best Product
for the New Millennium" from Dog World magazine in
January 2000. And, Get Serious was the second product ever
endorsed by the ASPCA when they first started their "Seal of
Approval" endorsement program.
GET SERiOUS! contains a revolutionary formula that "bubbles
up" stains and odors and brings them to the surface where
they can be easily blotted away with a towel. It can be
heated in the microwave to remove tough, ground-in stains.
The product also removes old stains and discoloration left by
other cleaners. More than a neutralizer, GET SERiOUS! actually
removes the pheromone in the odors so pets won't re-mark
area. GET SERiOUS! is non-toxic, biodegradable, non-flammable,
and safe to use around children and pets. May also be added to laundry loads or used as a prewash agent for tough stains and odors.
GS15001
Get Serious! – squirt bottle
1/16 oz.
GS15002
Get Serious! – squirt bottle
1/32 oz.
GS15004
Get Serious!
1/Gallon

NEW – Get Serious for Cat’s
Get Serious! extracts the problem! It doesn't just neutralize it and leave it in the
carpet like enzymatics. It penetrates through the padding all the way to the
flooring & bubbles up the problem to the top of the carpet where it is completely
wiped away. Dry terry cloth towel works like a magnet with this revolutionary
solution, pulling the amazing bubbles up from under padding. These magic
bubbles attach to the stain or odor source and then carry it up to the surface
where it can be completely absorbed into the towel and totally extracted!
Therefore, no odor and no yellowing can occur! Pets won't re-mark either
because they can't find their spot! Safe, non-toxic, biodegradable,
and non-flammable. For old or difficult stains, warm Get Serious! Cat in the
microwave before applying. Completely extracts cat stains, odors and
pheromones to naturally stop the carpet damaging re-soiling cycle.
GS17001
Get Serious! for Cat’s Only – squirt bottle
1/16 oz.
GS17002
Get Serious! for Cat’s Only – squirt bottle
1/32 oz.

THE BEST STAIN, ODOR & PHEROMONE EXTRACTOR ON THE MARKET!
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